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Developing Gulture Sensitive Language
lnstructiona! Activity: Affirming Cutture

Contribution to English Languagi Teaching

Athriyana Pattiwael

lntroduction
The teaching of language and culture is believed to have an inter-relationar
relationship for the teaching of a language is also the teaching of its culrure.
Language teaching does not only_provide rhe students with language competence
and communication skills but developing their social (.rltrirt) skills in terms
of using language appropriately. yet, how deep culture is being explored and
positioned appropriately to ensure ESL/EFL classroom fulfif its objective?
Culture's position in the instructional activity, in terms ofits content, its teaching
methodology, its objectivs ofinclusion in instructional activiry is influenced b|
the internal and external context ofESL/EFL classroom.

English. has shown its omnipresence by depicting irselfas a language which has
its origins in a small island. presently, it h"s Jore th", t.5 iillior, speakers
worldwide. Due ro i rs 

_ 

ever-expanding use, it has become the lingua franca of
newly-independen r and developing nations. Using rhe channels ofinternational
Dusrness and cyberspace, English has spread widely and has more non_narive

:?:i:::::::" 
rfe native.one (Komin 1998). In addition, it is the main language

:ll"i:*lt'"*' instirurions (Lie 2002). Yet, its tremendous power exerts todavnas not been wirhour cosr to a number ofother languages (Renner 1994j.Controversial issues related to the English ,.".1""g *;;iJ;?;l ,r. i,, pr.r.,_.d

4



The nature ofEnglish as international language determines the role of culture
in teaching learning process. McKay argues that the role ofculture in teaching
an international language needs to be significantly different From the role of
culture in teaching other languages (2005). Smith ( 1976, cited in McK ay 2OO5)
asserm the relationship of an international language and culture:

a. Learners ofan international language do not need to internalize the cultural
norms of native speakers ofthat language.

b. The ownership ofan international language becomes "de-nadonalized,,.

c. The educational goal of learning an international language is to enable
learners to cornmunicate their ideas and cuhure ro others.

Ifan international language belongs to no single culture, then ir seems that it is
not necessary for language learners to acquire knowledge about the culture of
those who speak it as a native language. Llowever, some argue that teaching
language could nor be separated from its culture. Students are not only expected
to acquire accurate forms of target language, but also to learn how to use these
forms in given social-cultural situation in the target language setting (AJprekin,
2002). Therefore the knowledge of target culture is one of required cultural
knowledge to be a successful language user.

These r'vo backgrounds influence the existence ofculture in ELI classroom in
terms ofhow it should be positioned, what cuiture content should be presented
and what teaching methodology should be used. Ifculture is not managed and
exploited propedy, through appropriare, stereoryping, misconception will appear.
This paper argues that second language learning and teaching will benefit from
the appropriate management and exploitation ofcultural issues. The discussion
will be opened with the examination of some choices of culture contenr in
order to determine what culture content could be presented in the classroom. It
will be followed by some accounrs on how culture differences are managed.

Developing Culmre Sensitive Language Instructional Activiry 47

formation ofelitist cultural groups, widening the gap berween the,.haves,, and
the "have nots", impeding literacy in mother tongue languages and threatening
local cultures. In some places, its presence and role call for cultural protection
of local contexts. This external conrext has influenced the existence of culture
in EFL/ESL classroom.
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Finally, some ideas on how to assist and support studens when they come into i
contact with new culture would be shared. t

Bringing Culture in the Classroom: What and Whose Culture?
English is spoken by billions of people worldwide but when opening a EFL/
ESL textbook, ubose cuhare is presetted?In all probabiiiry the culture content
presented are mainstream of British or North American. Mainstream conrent
means dominanr culure olthe ma.joriry groups, , are the central of the discussion
whereas minority groups are excluded from the content objectives-

The culture content ofthe textbook and teaching materials is seen as ideology
(Corrazzi and Jin, 1999), in the sense that they reflect a worldview or cultural
system, a social consftuction that may be imposed on unreflective teachers and
students and that indirectly constructs their yiew ofa dominant culture. valdes
(1990. cited in Baker 2003) shares the same account that every lesson is about
something and that something is cultural. Unfortunately, this aspect often passes
unrecognized when teachers decide on the culture conrent to be included in the
textbook and teaching material.

Fu-rther, they propose three parterns in English textbooks and teaching materials
reflecting cultures: target culture materials, source culture marerials and
international culture materials. Each of the patterns present benefits and
disadvantages which are related to the role and contribution ofculture to the
teaching learning process, the achievement ofstudents' goal in learning English
and the building ofsrudents' intercultural .o-p.,.rr... \7e will examine each
of the patterns and see how these parterns are used in the ELL

f Source culture materials refer to materials which has content focusing
on learaers' own culture. These source material have its srrengths. The
involvement ofthe studenrs tend to be higher since the topic is lamiiiar to and
it is in the immediate enyironment of the students. Besides, the teachers, who
come from- the source culture, share, at least, the same access and resources to
c^ultural rnformarion. McKay (2005) points out that this will help the teachers

;11;ure 
their,nroble maric posirion anJ role, especially for rhose where students,uomlnant culrure views rhe teacher as the sinlle provider of communication.I hese materials are usually designed to help st.tent. be.ome aware of and able
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ro communicare their own cukural idenrity by using English. This implies a
supply ofconrexr for learning and using English.

Yet, Cortazzi and Jin (1999) states rhat even though the students are provided
with the context and opportuniry .o .o--r.ri."t". (in English), th.y.", o.ly
communicate within their cultural frameworks b..r"u.. rh.y'hrlr. .rot
encounrered cultural alternatives and are therefore likely to carry their home
culrure with them in their use of English. In such materials, the students see
members of their own culture, in theiiown context, who are not different from
themselves, excepr that they all speak English. They have limited contacr and
direct encounter with different cultural fo.*, 

"rrd 
contexts which require

different communicative (cultural) srrategies. Further, the stud..r.. ."p.ri..r..
limited culrural reflecdon which is a process in ,olving the students in an objective
and subjective reflection of their culture and the lultur" of others , *o.kirg
to'wards a choice of their own meanings that best reflect their p...o.rj
perspectives. In the former case, they are only exposed to their own culture
system. They have, therefore, little opportuniry to engage in intercultural
negotiation with another culture, This is the negotiation" Jhere they identify
and confirm their own cultural identiry and/o, ti ascertain its similarities and
differences with that ofanother cultural group.

I Thrget Meaning. Gxtbook and teaching materials can also be based on
target culture; the culture of the country where English is spoken as the first
language. since the topic presents a kind of new ..r-d urrf"- ir. information
about the English-speaking cultures, the srudents may be interested in learning
more. For students whose (one oe the goal of learning English is pr.p"rin[
themselves to encounter activities invotvinj English_sp."kl".rg p;opt", this content
culturc brings such a significant contribution.

McKay (2005) argues thar some of this kind of materials are largely irrelevanr
or uninteresting. To some extent this may present cultural conflict for the
ydelts. The portray of the member of rarg.-t.rltu.^l group along wirh their
ideas, lifesryle, norm and values may lead tJcult..,re horiog.llir"tio.,. This can
be counter-productive since .trrd.rrt. who find themselves'as the minoriry v.ill
feel.threatened culturally (to sonre extent religiously) and it calls for a defense.
Feeling pressured and rhreatened, people iitt ,rru"tty seek refuge in their



primordial identities including the cultural one (Naisbitt 1994 cited in Lie 2002).
This cultural - psychological context may hinder learners' development of
individual as well as group identities. Lie (2002) points out that it is likely that
students who are underrepresented and/or negatively stereotyped in the learning
materials are vulnerable to the feeling of ambivalence about their group
identification. To some extent, ttris may be blocls stand in learners' learning
process. Cultural conflict may also take place when there is a greater social

distance between students'source culture and the culture ofthe language studied.
If they find their culture group the subordinate politically, culturally, technically
or economically ofthe target language (culture) group, the greater the distance
between two cultures will be. Schumann (1976, cited in Brown, 2000) points
out that the greater the social distance between two cultures, rhe grearer difficulry
the students will have in learning the targer language. Furthermore, for teachers

who come from the source culture that expect them to fulfill their role as the
main information provider in the classroom and the main source of the
knowledge, this kind of materials will place them in a troubling position ifthey
have limited access to the cultural references and parameters of the topic
discussed.

I International Target Cultures. Some other textbooks and teaching
materials include a -ride variery ofcultures set in English-speaking countries or
in other countries which are the internarional targer cultures. The uninterested
students and the lack of information needed to explain the cultural information
in the materials are the disadvantages associated with this kind of material. Yet,
some benefits might arise from using this kind of marerial which are related to
the enhancement of students' intercultural comperence. \(/hen students come
into direct contact with other cultures, the opportunities to experience reflective
interpretation of their own culture (Ci) and the culture of others (C2) will be
available. This experience involves the students in an objective and subjective
reflection of Cl andC2 from which they must choose their own meanings that
best reflect their personal perspectives. By careful and effective managemenr,
the teacher may, also, lead the students .o the finding ofways in which English
is used effectively to communicate with others for international purposes.

In determining what culture conrenr to be presented, the teachers should take
into account such considerations as the goal ofstudents' language learning, the
context where English is raughr and thJfo.u, of tea.hi,,g .IIture.

50 Innovation and Intervention in ELI: Pathlvays and Practices
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The content of rarger cufture might be the appropriare choice ifstudents, goal
oflearning English is to prepare themselves to come into direct contact with the
English-speaking people for differenr purposes (planned ro study, visit or work
in English*peaking countries). Enable them to use English according to the
culture norms ol English-speaking counrries will be the goal of the tJaching.
Therefore, exposing them to the English linguistic level (sJ_".,ti.., pragmatics
and rhetoric) which are embedded culturally and helping them to learn it, not
only acquire it, will be the concern of classroom activitls. Concentrating on
the dimensions ofaesthetic and sociological as proposed byAdaskou, et."l (tiSl.
cited in McKay 2000), this kind ofcultural litera.y wili prepare and facilitate
this group ofstudents for their possible fi:ture visit to English*p.aking countries.
But if it seems that they will remain stay, *o.k o. ,.,.jy in tiei. ow., country
whose diverse culrural view (as some Asian countries), the reinfbrcement of
their culture basis will be a more appropriate choice. On this level, English
language learning and teaching contribute significant contribution to the
preservation oflocal culture and self (cultural)identiry

Howwer, in the contemporary world, students do not need to travel to encounter
members of other cultures. popular music, the media, high intensity of mobiliry
and tourism, soon, will drive the students to.or.. i.rio contact wirh others
whose different culture backgrou nd (Conazzi U Jir 1999). Even though, the
students remain to stayin their own country theywould srill meet eirher English-
speaking people or others who use English as an internation"l l""g.r"g.llt i.
essential to prepare them with the ahiliry to communicate within th1 o"perat.d
cultural. system of the language used. An intercultural comperence will either
enable them to use appropriate language forms enacted in E.rglirh o. appropriate
manners in which English is used by non_natire .pe"kerc of E'.rgtirh fo.
international purposes. Therefore, the existence of orher cult,_rres, in addition
to students' source culture and target culture, in rhe classroom is highly essenrial.
This will provide both the context and learning experience ofdifferent culrural
contexts which in turn will boost their awareness ofdifferent cultural views.

The context where English is taught also plays an influential role in determining
what culture content to be presented in classroom. Classroom operates under
the control ofbigger and more influential sysrem and ideological system. There
is common awareness rhatwith rhe rapid rare ofglobalizarion]there is the danger

{
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ofcultural imperialism and the indoctrination oflitrestern culture. The teaching

of English is assumed as one of the effective medium through which imperialism

and indoctrination are operated. This results ro rhe €mergence ofa nationalist

sentiment to preserve onet own culture. In this context, the teachers should be

aware of the role of the culture plays in the teaching and learning English in
their country, In addition to teachers' environmental awareness, they could

exploit their autonomy in selecting the materials. Concerning learner feelings

ofbeing threatened and pressured culturally, the teachers may overcome these

fears by balancing the issues of the western/dominant cultures with the local/

minority culture issues. \(estern-ce ntrism should be baianced with the inclusion
of the local wisdom. Even though displaying yarious culture may not be an

easy measur€ considering the vast diversiry of the local cultures, it still seems

workable to facilitate students' differenr learning goals and assists English
classroom for not classi$ring itself into the list of the threaren ro the ecology of
local languages and cultures, yet indicating its contributing role in the

preservation oflocal languages and cultures.

The focus ofthe teaching will also derermine as to whar culture content ro be

presented in the classroom. If the focus of the teaching is to introduce the

phonological, lexical (semantic), pragmatic, rhetoric and grammatical system

of English, a ma.jor emphasis is placed on rhe rarger culture. Students are

encouraged to grasp the interrelation bet*ee, la.rg,r"ge and culture (Harumi
2002). ln this focus the students are sysremarically introduced to (and are

expected to recognize) the close ties between certain lexical items, pragmaric
sense, rhetorical pattern and the culrure norm. They will come ro an

understanding that those linguistic aspecrs are well-embedded in English-
speaking culture, therefore should be interpreted in the related culture.

Ifhelping the students to become aware of the existence ofdifferent cultures is

the focus ofthe teaching, the display ofvarious culture conrent should be taken
place in the classroom. The main concern of this focus is to increase and devel<rp

students' intercultural competence. The more exposure and contact to different
cultures, the higher awareness ofthe differences will be- The teachers may freely
display all cultural contexts based on the cultural configuration ofthe class and
encourage an inter-culturality - relaring first (narive) culture to second culture
and reflecting on perceptions of them..When learners are given the opportuniry
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to see their culture from the point of view ofanother cukure, they are able to
understand their culture better and see how it interacts with cultures and whar
are irs unique and distinct characteristics. The theme and content-based
instruction approach will provide wider room for this purpose. Through this
approach, teachers offer students many opportunities to communicate in the
target language and provide contenr (in this case multi-cultural issues) for this
communication.

Yet, the display should be accompanied and supported by systematic activities
to help the srudents to become aware ,f th. diff.r".r.... Oth.r_ir., .,.lt,_r.e
shock or bewilderment, which might lead to the stercoryping of certain cultural
groups. If the students are in the elementary,rrg., .h. ji.p"hy may focus itself
on the lwel of big c culture (food, festival, tr.diii,onrl clothes, traditior"l song,
Iiterature, artifacts, ect). Later, the small "c" culture, the more essentiar part of
culture yet hard to find, such as values, belief, custom should be displayed to
the intermediatestudents.drrough various kinds ofinstructional activities (literary
analysis, mini ethnog,:aphic studies, inviting member olce rtain ..rl,.rr. g.orp.
to the class, etc).

Managing Cultural Differences
Incorporating culture in instructionar actiyiries will not be free fiom culture_
based problems. The teacher-studcnt and student-student relationship may
encounter cubural betuiLlerment or euen cubure shoch.The pattern ofrelationship
and interaction which exists in the classroom is a .ultural p"ttern in itself. From
an early age, students and teachers are socialized into (cultul"l) expectation and
frame about what a teacher is, what a student. ir, -h", kind of i.rrer"ctions 

"reappropriate in the class, how sirould rhey engage in teaching and learning
Processes. This is in line with whar McKay (2000) asserts rhat teachers and
students approach the situation with different expectations about their roles
and these differences are based both or, th. t.".h"..i"nd the students, education
outside the classroom and on rheir previous experience within classroom in
different culture. Heath (i984. cited in McKay 2bOO) ,,..rr., ,h", the problem
is likely to be greater in classrooms where the teacher and students, belonging
to different cultures, bring differenr ways of believing, behaving and ,,allln!
and different exp€crations about what should occur i.iid. a .larrroom.
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Geert Hofstede (1986. cited in Brown 2002) cttegorizes four conceptual

caregories: individualism versus collectivism, Power distance, uncertainry

avoidance and masculiniry-, in which culture shock may evoke in classroom

interaction. The c otcept of indiuidualism uersus colbctiuisn is the first significant

constraint in teaching learning process. Individualist cultures assume that any

person lools primarily after his/her own interest and the interest of his/her

immediate family. 
'Whereas, 

collectivist cultures assume that any person through

birth and possible latei events belongs to one or more tight "in-group'from

which he/she cannot detach him/herself. Generally, a collectivist society is tighdy

integrated; an individualist society is loosely integrated. Power distance defites

the exrent to which the less powerful persons in a socier;' accePt inequaliry in

power and consider it as normal. In a high power distance group, each individual

must act according to their rank for the whole organization to function
harmoniously. The superior (in this case the teacher) is considered superior

therefore their power is accepted without questions. On the contrary all

individuals are equal in the concept of low power distance group. Uncertainty

auoidance as a characteristic of a culture defines the extent to which people

within a culture are made nervous by situations they percetved as unstructured)

unclear and unpredictable situations which they therefore try to avoid.

Masculinity uerrusfemininiry deals with social roles attributed to men and women.

Brown (2002) asserts that differences in teacher/student and studenr/student

interaction and expectation vr'ill appear as the impact ofthe conceptual category

they belong to. Vhat a bewilderment or even culture shock a collectivist learner

with high power distance may encounterwhen deal with an individualist teacher.

The collectivist learner who is taught culturally to nerer contradict the teacher,

never to speak in class unless spcken to, let the teacher's wisdom be poured into
him/her will be bewildered when her/his individualist teacher demand her/he r

opinion in response to general invitation, giving contradictory ideas and coming
up with answers to problems, rather than just giving the answer. The learners

who belong to a strong uncertainty avoidance are reluctant in answering due to
the fear of giving the wrong answer. They are afraid of the mockery of their
classmates, therefore conference style answer will be highly preferred. The teacher
with a weak uncertainty avoidance may consider rhis as a total lack of respect.
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There is a caution ofsimplification measure by generalizing the difference since

it will lead to different cultural problem. The students' cultural configuration
itselfis comprised ofdiverse culture groups. Thke for example the ELI Indonesian
classroom- lW/hat do we mean by students'source culture (Indonesian culture)
may be a generalized picture since one classroom may comprise of more than
five culture groups. Categorizing students'source culture bases on nationality
will surely result to the denial ofcult.rral diversity of an EUI classroom.

Immediate judgment about studenrs' culture of learning which is led to
stereotyping should be avoided. The teacher should base their cultural view
about their students' culture oflearning on carefi-rl studies and extensive classroom

observation since classroom interaction and relationship develop dynamically.
If we consider classroom interaction is rhe culture interaction, a ciialogic
relationship, then the srudenrs are progressing in their cultural meaning and
identiry negotiation. It implies that classroom inreraction patrern is a dynamic
process and are "framed, nego.iared, modified, confirmed, and challenged
through interaction with others (Collier Er Thomas, 1998 cited in Corrazzi k-
lin, 1999).

Helping Students Coping with Acculturation
Concerning cultural background, each student brings with them the cultural
mores and patterns of accepted behavior learned in their native culture which
may be culturally diverse from their classmates and the teacher's. They arrive
with not only their mother tongue but also their ways of interacting and

Developing Culture Sensitive Language [nstructional Activiry 55

The teacher with learners whose cultural backgrounds differ from their own
should be aware of the possibility of encountering culture shock in terms of
teacher-student and student-student relationship for the learners may find
contradictory (cultura.l) expectation for their (cultural) participation. Yer, cukure
shock can be viewed positively as a beneficial and profound cross-cultural learning
experience. It is a set of situation or circumstances involving intercultural
communication in which the learners and teachers, as a result ofthe experiences,

become aware oftheir own growth, learning and change. Brown (2000) further
explains that as a result ofculture shock process, the learners and teachers have

gained a new perspectiv€ on themselves and has come to understand their own
identity in term significant to themselves.
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expressing themselves according to strategies and. convenrions learnt in theirown linguisric and cultural communiry.

!7hen they learn English (with various culture content) they come inro contactwith various culture at the same time; rhe culrure of th.i. .I"r.-"te., the cultureof the teacher, and the culture of the textbook 
""d ;;;; _"terials. Brown(2002) states rhat learning second or foreign lr"g""g.;;;-lL the acquisitionof a second (cultural) identity. The.o.r,"l, _i.i ofi., ..r1,r.. and acquiring

second cultural identiry lead to culture shock. U"f.r,".r..fy, ,t is aspect is oftenneglected during teaching-learning process. Little attention is paid to howsuPport can be provided for srudents-ro go through the 
"...,1.tr.r,ior, p.o..r..Besides, students' narive culttrre and cult"u.a.l *pJrl."* ."ria be exploited asrhe source to supporr the process of second h";'";g; ;"-i",ig.

As the students begin to lose some ofthe ties oftheir native culture and to adaptto rhe second cukure, they experience feelings of .h"g.i; ;;;;g..t, mixed withrhe Garful anticipation of eniering r.,.* gloup. ffr?y rrf., lrom feelings ofsocial uncertainry or dissatisfactioi-, 
", 

, .igrifi."r, ,1p.. .i,fr. relationship

T::: l*r:*e leai nins. and,,,;,,a.,o,"",J,i.-tu..Ig"' ;r ** - r b e co n cE toJ anomrc (6rown 2002). Anomie might be described as-the first.y-prorn ofthe stage ofacculturation. A Geling .i'[r.-.ri.k .* ,1"i... o.r. ,..t, ,.,,r,.,bound firmly to onet native .ul,,ri..,o. r"d;;;;;; ;h-.]..o.,d..r1,r... I,is unavoidable since becoming bilingual ; J;;i;;";ii,.rr. b..o-i,gbicultural or multicultural to r

activi ry must co nsi der .hi, i,,','.T; T:fJ *,#:f n:H:::i T:::::1
:'::f I!,"t ,n. Oridge across rhem otherwiie it will ob.t u.t th. furth.r languagelearnrng process. He believes rhar the language mastery might not effectivelyoccur before the acculturation
never be successfur t" ,h.j;;;,.'.#:r1Jil;;: t*elv, that learners might

In assisting the students who.se feelings neither bound firmly to their nativeculture nor fully adapred ro rhe s"conJ.ulture (the culture Jth.ir classmates,the culture of the reacher, and rhe cultur" of the textb".f.-rrl .*.tlrng material),the reacher should atrempt to I

.h.i. ".hi'd;i;.; il;fi;::'o*: t" c,'P bv supporting them to establish

(cr),"d;:;.;" j';:il,'giil::JlT;1;:;iffi 
ilT:ff;::X
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the learners in an objective and subjective reflection ofCl and C2 from which
. rhey must choose their own meanings that best reflect their personal perspectives.

The srudents are encouraged to reflect on comparisons between cultures and
form their own perspecrive on them. Hence, this conception of culture
emphasizes the importance of individual interpretations ofculture rather than
rigid stereotypical notions.

This establishment of the third place should be supported by some systemaric
ecdviries, otherwise, the goal ofreflective activiry will not be achieved. Here are

adapted ideas (adapted from Kramch, 1993) ofthe ways in which the teacher

can assist their students in conducting their reflective activiry. Firsr, the teacher

can €stablish a sphere ofinter-culturaliry one in which the learners are encouraged

to relate Cl and C2 and reflecr on perceptions of them. The more reflective
activity ihey have, the clearer relationship berween different cultures they will
find. Second, the focus of the teaching culture should be on the interpersonal
process where instructional activiries should go beyond the presenrarion of
cultural facts and move towards a process of understanding what seems to be
the "foreignness" ofother cultures (macro-features such as specific cultural values

and attitudes). The differences should be deliberately made visible to the students.
By finding the differences they are able to understand their own culture better
and see how different cultures interact one another what are its unique and
distinct characteristics. By increasing students' awareness ofculture differences,
their appreciation and respect for cultural differences carr bc developed.

Third, the cultural differences should not be viewed as only national traits.
Many other aspects of culture such as age, race, gender, social class should be

taken into account. The teacher can exploit some ofthe interesring or problematic
pattern of classroom interaction and relationship as the source of discussion.
This, however, demands an intercultural knowledge, skills and awareness ofrhe
teacher. Fourth, the teacher should cross the disciplinary boundaries, -
understanding culture by encompassing other subjects as sociology, ethnography
and socioJinguistics. The explication ofthe differences berween cultures for eg.

the ways in which a particular culture operates the ways in which it produces
its values and concepts may help students see the diversiry within a culture.
This may prevent the formation ofstereotypes. To do so, teachers should facilitate
themselves with such cultural knowledge and understanding including the

r
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external and internal forces which contribute ro the existence ofpardcular culrural
frame, concept, value and practices. Surely, their bac\ground as English language
teacher is not an adequate resources and key to the access ofcultural knowledge
for this purposes.

lmplications
Some implications are raised in repositioning culture based on the discussed
items above.

. Tiaining and re-training teachers in the area ofcultural literacy and cultural
consciousness-raising should be conducted periodically. Fantini (1995)
extends the line ofthis argument when he proposed an expansion ofgoal of
language education for developing intercultural communicative comperence.
Ir is expected that they will be well-equipped with cultural literacy for it
will enable them in dealing with culture and culture reflection and managing
diversity well. They should expand their horizon by facilitating themselves
with common cultural issues, especially those which are in the learners'
immediate cultural context. Unless the teachers have sufficient awareness,
knowledge, and skills ro manege studenrs' various culture appropriately,
they are going to face trouble in the classroom.

. Cultural issues are not the only topic to be introduced and discussed but a
way ofteaching. The teachers cannot develop and enhance cultural awareness
in a way that act against cultural equaliry. Teachers are the models for rheir
students either in social, cultural, affecrive or cognitive setting. The students
will pick up verbal and non-verbal cultural cues and collaborate them into
rheir cultural belief system.

' Recognizing and accepting cultural diversiry among srudenrc is obligatory.
Teachers must be war of indoctrinating the le"..r..s culturally, ,.q,.ri.i.rg
them to accept the teachers' crltural b.i=ief a.rd values unquestioningly

' Teachers should select and choose the textbook and teaching materials wisely.
They should set up some criteria about what curture s.nsiti.r,. teaching

If this process ofacquiring culture and language is successfui, learners would be
able to use English in such a way to communicate effectively and appropriately
and also in a way that reflects their own local cultures and personal beliefs
(Kramsch & Sullivan 1996 cited in Baker 2003).
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materials should look like. Gxtbook and teaching marerial is the sourcebook
and material not course book and marerial. The teachers can use
supplementary materials which presenr various ethnic contexts.

Pair work and group work among culturally mixed students should be
encouraged. The more rhey are exposed to different cultures, the greater
the likelihood of them acquiring intercultural sensitiviry

Teachers should actively break cultural stereorypes and negative attitude
towards particular cultural group. They can aid learners in dispelling
stereotypes about other culture, replacing these stereotypes with more open
and accurate understanding ofthe other cultures.

Students aie no longer rhe passive recipients oftheir teacher expertise. They
are the actors in the class who have their own cultural values and belief
systems. The teacher can ask students o bring their own cultural knowiedge
from their immediate surroundings into the ELI classroom and rhis will
boost their cultural sensitivity.

Conclusion
The second and/or foreign language learning and teaching could benefit from
the appropriate managemenr and exploitation ofcultural issues. Culture is an
inevitable aspect of language. The existence of "foreign culture" in the EFL/
ESL classroom cannot be avoided. Internally, each ofthe teaching and learning
componenr -reacher, students and their classmates, teaching materials, textbook)
brings with them their own culrural mores and systems. Externally, the enormous
spread of English along wirh its culture hegemony calls for national senriment
which may lead to either teacher's or srudents' cultural defense. Thc ESL/EFL
classroom could benefit frorn the appropriare man-lgemenr and exploitation o[
cultural issues leading to cultural sustaineabiliw oflocal languages and cultures
and an openness toward other cultures. Further, ifcultural diversiry is nanaged
well, it will contribute significantly to the development of intercultural
comPetence.

F
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